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Abstract 
The consistency strength of the & (Sacks finite injury) priority method is I&, yet classical 
theorems proven by this method have been proved from IZ,. Is there a statement about the 
structure of the r.e. degrees that can be proved using a X2 argument and cannot be proved from 
IX,? 
We rule out statements in the language of partial orderings of the form 
where cp is quantifier-free, by showing that the following can be proved in IZI. 
If P is any recursive partial ordering with a maximal (not necessarily maximum) point d, and 
a is any nonrecursive incomplete r.e. degree, then P can be embedded into the r.e. degrees by 
an embedding sending d to a. 0 1998 Published by Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved. 
A MS classification: 03 
of arithmetic; Priority; Recursion 
1. Introduction 
This paper is motivated by the search for natural examples illustrating the full con- 
sistency strength of the Z2 (Sacks finite injury) priority method. We rule out a class 
of possible examples. 
The hierarchy of priority arguments in classical recursion theory has been viewed 
in terms of type of injury (finite injury, infinite injury, etc.), in terms of the oracle 
needed to recover complete information about the construction (a’, 8”, etc.), and in 
terms of the syntactic form of requirements and strategies (ZZl and Z2, ZZ2 and C3, etc.). 
This hierarchy corresponds in proof-theoretic strength to the hierarchy of fragments of 
Peano arithmetic ICI, I&, etc. (See [4,7,12]). For example, over an appropriate base 
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theory, the statement “all C2 (Sacks finite injury) arguments succeed” is equivalent 
to I&. 
A proof of the equivalence of “all Sacks finite injury arguments succeed” with I& 
generally proceeds in three steps: 
(i) Formalize the statement “all Sacks finite injury arguments succeed”. 
(ii) Prove this statement using IC2. 
(iii) From a failure of I.& produce a Sacks finite injury argument that also fails. 
In particular, the counterexamples used in step (iii) to demonstrate this equivalence 
are artificial constructions based on failures of ICz. 
It would be pleasing to have natural examples to demonstrate this correspondence 
between hierarchies. In some sense the most natural examples, as well as the most 
interesting, are theorems from the literature of classical recursion theory. On some 
levels of the hierarchy such examples have been found. For example, the classical 
proof of the existence of an incomplete high r.e. degree [lo] is a ZI2 infinite injury 
argument, and so the method of proof has consistency strength I&,. In fact the theorem 
can be proved from I& [2], cannot be proved from ICt or even B& [9], and even 
better, over BC2 is actually equivalent to I& [l]. 
No such examples have been found for C2 (Sacks finite injury) arguments. The Sacks 
Splitting Theorem, from which Sacks finite injury takes its name, is proved using a 
Z2 argument, and so the method of proof has consistency strength I&. However, the 
theorem can be proved from IZi [8] by an adaptation of the method of blocking 
used in a-recursion theory [ 111. Other theorems from the classical literature proved 
with Sacks finite injury arguments have been amenable to proof in ICi by the same 
strategy [6]. While it is possible that some nice example exists in the literature and 
has not yet been found, we consider interpreting the desire for a natural example as 
follows [4]. 
Is there a statement about the structure of the r.e. degrees that can be proved by 
a Sacks finite injury argument but cannot be proved from ICI ? 
Of course, best of all would be to find such a statement hat was equivalent to I&, 
illustrating the full consistency strength of the Sacks finite injury method. However, 
even as stated, the question remains unanswered. This paper rules out a class of possible 
examples. 
In [6], Kontostathis asks whether the statement “there are infinitely many 
incomparable r.e. degrees below any nonrecursive r.e. degree” can serve as an 
example. (Actually, he asks the opposite question, whether it can be proved 
from ICi .) This is a natural candidate. The blocking method used by Mytilinaios to 
prove the Sacks Splitting Theorem in ICi depends on the requirements being divided 
into two different classes, in such a way that requirements within each class do not 
injure each other. The same method can be used when requirements can be divided 
into any standard finite number of internally injury-free classes. A variation of the 
proof of the splitting theorem that might produce infinitely many (or even nonstan- 
dardly many) degrees below a given r.e. degree would not allow such a division of 
requirements. 
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Of course, if we can produce not merely incomparable but independent r.e. degrees 
below a given nonrecursive r.e. degree, we can then embed (finite) partial orderings 
below that degree. The embeddability of a finite partial ordering below any nonrecursive 
degree corresponds to the truth of a 172 sentence of a certain form. That observation 
leads to the following formulation of our question: 
Is there a sentence in the language of partial orderings with 0 and 1 that is prov- 
able of the r.e. degrees using a Sacks finite injury argument, but not provable of the 
r.e. degrees in IZ,? 
What syntactic form could such a sentence have? Clearly Ci (and L’i) sentences are 
too simple. A Ci sentence that is true of the r.e. degrees merely asserts the embed- 
dability of some finite partial ordering, and as such can be proved by a Friedberg finite 
injury (Lri ) argument and does not need the strength of the Sacks finite injury method. 
However, some sentences on the next level are apparently too complex; at least, the 
proofs in the literature appear to require stronger methods than Sacks finite injury. For 
example, the assertion that there exists a minimal pair is a C2 statement, and the Sacks 
density theorem has a II2 statement. To avoid instances of density, minimal pairs, and 
other complications that seem to require more than finite injury arguments, we can 
restrict the El, sentences to those with only a single universal quantifier, and modified 
existential quantifiers, as follows: 
Any sentence of this form consistent with the theory of partial orderings asserts the 
embeddability of some finite partial ordering sending some fixed maximal point to 
an arbitrary intermediate r.e. degree. Such a sentence is true of the r.e. degrees and 
provable via a Sacks finite injury argument, thus a candidate for demonstrating the 
consistency strength of the method. However, we can show that such a sentence can be 
proved in ICI. We actually show that ICI suffices to prove that, given any nonrecursive 
incomplete r.e. set A, there exist an r.e. sequence of r.e. sets Bi, i = 0, 1,. . . , and an 
r.e. set C, such that Bi is below A for all i, C is incomparable to A, and the Bi’S and 
C form a Turing independent collection (in the strong sense that no one of the sets 
is computable from the recursive join of the remaining sets). This has as a corollary 
the embeddability of not merely finite, but recursive, partial orderings. In particular, 
it answers Kontostathis’ question: ICI suffices to show that below every nonrecursive 
r.e. degree there are infinitely many incomparable r.e. degrees. 
2. Outline of proof 
Our theorem is proved by a fairly straightforward Sacks finite injury argument 
(adapted to ICi by a blocking strategy). We enumerate the Bi’S and C, guaran- 
teeing that they form an independent set by meeting Friedberg-style incomparabil- 
ity requirements, and guaranteeing the Bi’s are below A by a permitting strategy. 
The addition of permitting lifts the Friedberg strategy from a IZi (Friedberg-style) 
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finite injury level to a C2 (Sacks-style) finite injury level. Normally a Friedberg strat- 
egy involves choosing a witness to inequality, waiting for a computation to converge, 
and if it does so, preserving the computation and enumerating the witness into the 
appropriate set. This action of preservation and enumeration will only happen once 
(unless the strategy is injured). In the presence of a permitting requirement, how- 
ever, it may not be possible to enumerate the witness into the desired set, and the 
strategy makes allowance for this possibility by choosing another witness and wait- 
ing for a new computation to converge. Now there is no a priori limit on how 
many times the action of preservation and choosing a new witness can occur, only 
a proof that if the strategy is never injured, such action can occur only finitely often. 
The independence of the collection of sets automatically guarantees that none of the 
sets is above A. It is apparently not possible to directly guarantee that C is not below 
A by a finite injury argument. Instead, we adapt the non-uniform method of using the 
Sacks Splitting Theorem to produce a degree incomparable to A. Enumerate two sets 
C and D, guaranteeing that the collection of Bi’s and C, and the collection of Bi’s 
and D, are both independent. Incorporate the additional requirement that, whenever n 
is enumerated into the complete r.e. set K, either 2n is enumerated into C or 2n is 
enumerated into D, and if n is not in K, then 2n is not in C or D. This guarantees 
that the join of C and D computes K. Therefore, if A is incomplete, either C is not 
below A or D is not below A. Thus either the Bi’s and C, or the Bi’s and D, satisfy 
the conclusion of the theorem. 
The adaptation of this proof to IZi is an application of the blocking method [ 111. In 
the blocking method, requirements of a construction are placed into a priority listing 
of blocks of requirements. In a typical use of blocking [8], there are two (or any finite 
number of) types of requirements, and while requirements of one type may injure 
requirements of the other type, requirements within a type do not injure each other. 
Blocks consist of requirements of only one type and so are internally injury free, 
although action for (a requirement within) a block will injure blocks of lower priority. 
It is necessary to show that each requirement can move only from one block to a block 
of higher priority, eventually ending up in a permanent block, and that any block which 
is the permanent block of some requirement has the properties that after some stage 
it is never injured, after some further stage it never acts, and all requirements in that 
block are satisfied. 
In our case, the requirements can be divided into two classes, those working on the 
Bi’S and C, and those working on the Bi’s and D. If we restrict attention to requirements 
of the first class, the splitting strategy can essentially be ignored; when n is enumerated 
into K we enumerate 2n into D, which cannot interfere with requirements concerning 
the Bi’s and C. This is one facet of the particular implementation of blocking in this 
argument. The other involves some juggling of the priority ordering within a block, 
as our blocks will not be internally injury free, to prevent the Friedberg requirements 
from interfering with each other too drastically. 
Finally, we note that we can also require the join of the Bi’s and C (as well as 
the join of the Bi’s and D) to be a hyperregular set, which, in the presence of ICi, 
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will imply that IC1 relative to each of these sets will hold. We state the appropriate 
definitions and the strategy for making a set hyperregular in the next subsection. 
2.1. Working in ICI 
The base theory when working in fragments of Peano Arithmetic is P-, the axioms 
for arithmetic, together with I.&, induction for all Co formulas. This base theory is 
strong enough to express most of the basic definitions of recursion theory, including 
coding. We briefly review some definitions. 
In what follows, M k P- + I&. Say that a set A CM is M-jinite if there exists an 
element of M which codes A; we identify an M-finite set with its code. A set A C: M 
is recursively enumerable if it is Cl-definable with parameters from M, and a set A is 
recursive if both A and 1 are r.e. 
Say that Q, is a Turing functional if @ is an r.e. set of computations, i.e. quadruples 
(x, y, P, N) where x, y EM and P, N are (codes for) disjoint M-finite sets. If X c M and 
@ is a Turing functional, then we write @(x) = y exactly when there is a computation 
(x, y, P, N) E @ such that P 2 X and N Lx. We write {e] for the eth Turing functional. 
We may assume that any Turing functional @ is monotone and well-defined; i.e. 
Given X, Y C M, say that X is weakly recursive in Y if there is a Turing functional @ 
such that X(m) = @r(m) for all m EM. As it is possible that computing an M-finite 
amount of X may require more than an M-finite amount of Y, it is possible that weak 
Turing reducibility is not transitive. Say that X is strongly recursive in Y (X <rY) 
if the sets {P 1 P is an M-finite subset of X} and {N 1 N is an M-finite subset of x} 
are weakly recursive in Y. Strong Turing reducibility is by definition transitive. 
Under Et, every r.e. set A is regular, namely, for every REM, A ] n is M-finite, 
and every r.e. set has a recursive enumeration. In addition, every bounded Ct set 
is M-finite, and every partial recursive function with bounded domain has bounded 
range. 
Next, define a set A CM to be hyperregular if every partial function $ weakly 
recursive in A with bounded domain also has bounded range. Mytilinaios and Slaman 
[9] showed that if M k P- +ICa and A is regular, then A is hyperregular if and only if 
M k LX!. In order to make a set A hyperregular, it suffices to require dom({e}A ] j) to 
be M-finite, for all e and j. The strategy for meeting such a requirement is to restrain 
any convergent computation {e}A(~), when x < j. 
There are a number of issues that must be considered when carrying out a priority 
construction in a fragment of Peano Arithmetic. A couple of these points have already 
been mentioned. For example, by the above result of Mytilinaios and Slaman [9], all 
r.e. sets in a model of IC2 are hyperregular. In addition, Groszek et al. [3] proved that, 
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in any model of B&, all incomplete r.e. sets are hyperregular. Only in weaker theories 
such as ICI does the issue of hyperregularity even arise. It does arise in this context, 
however; in the model of Groszek and Slaman [5] in which weak Turing reducibility 
is not transitive on r.e. sets, there must necessarily be incomplete r.e. sets that are 
not even weakly hyperregular, where a set A is weakly hyperregular if any function 
weakly recursive in A with domain {x EM 1 x <a}, for some a EM, has bounded range. 
(The intransitivity of weak Turing reducibility presents another issue, which we will 
discuss shortly.) 
A second point that has already been mentioned is the failure of the Sacks fi- 
nite injury method in models in which IC2 does not hold. A construction in which 
every requirement, if injured only finitely often, acts only finitely often and is sat- 
isfied, may still fail. A proof that every requirement is injured only finitely often 
would require induction at the & level and so cannot be carried out using ICI. The 
outcome of the construction may be that there is an initial segment of requirements 
whose indices form a cut in the model, for which each requirement acts only finitely 
often, but the entire initial segment acts (and injures lower priority requirements) in- 
finitely often. In this and other arguments, this problem is circumvented by using 
a modified construction involving blocking. The outcome of the modified construc- 
tion may be that, while there is an initial segment of blocks for which each block 
acts only finitely often but the entire initial segment acts infinitely often, each require- 
ment is eventually placed in one of the blocks in that initial segment, and hence is 
satisfied. 
A third consideration is the possible intransitivity of weak Turing reducibility on 
r.e. sets in models of ICI. As strong Turing reducibility is necessarily transitive, 
throughout this paper we consider only strong Turing reducibility, and it is that which 
is denoted by <r. All the reductions we describe in showing that one set is com- 
putable from another are, or can easily be seen to produce, strong Turing reductions. 
On the other hand, our proof that the sets Bi form a Turing independent collection 
relative to C relies on meeting Friedberg requirements that involve weak reducibility, 
so this collection remains independent even if weak Turing reductions are allowed. In 
addition, while our proof uses the transitivity of <r to establish that A is not strongly 
Turing reducible to C, the referee has pointed out that it is possible to ensure that A 
is not weakly Turing reducible to C by adding Sacks preservation strategies, which 
are similar to and compatible with the hyperregularity strategies of our construction. 
However, the proof that C is not computable from A (and the corollary that C is not 
computable from the join of the Bi’s) establishes only that C is not strongly Turing 
reducible to A, since if we assume only that A does not strongly compute K we cannot 
possibly conclude that A does not weakly compute C. 
3. Embeddings of partial orderings 
For the remainder of this paper, M is an arbitrary model of P- + I.Zi. 
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Theorem 1 (ICi ). Given any nonrecursive, incomplete r.e. set A, there exist an r.e. se- 
quence of r.e sets B,, i EM, and an r.e. set C such that 
(i) ${B; 1 iEM} <r A, 
(ii) A&C, 
(iii) C dr A, 
(iv) For all j, Bj gr @{Bt 1 i #j} @ C, 
(v) @{B, 1 i EM} @ C is a hyperregular set. 
Corollary 2 (El). Given any nonrecursive incomplete r.e. degree d and any recursive 
partial ordering P with a maximal (not necessaril_v maximum) point q, there is an 
embedding of P into the r.e. degrees sending q to d. 
Proof. Let A Ed, a nonrecursive, incomplete r.e. degree, and let {Bj 1 iEM} and C be 
as in Theorem 1. Let P= ({po,p~,p~ ,... }, <p) be a recursive partial ordering with 
maximal element q. Define an embedding E as follows: given pi, let 
1 
d if pj = 4, 
E(Pj)= deg(${Bi I ~1 <PPj)) if Pjfq and pidpq, 
deg(${& I Pi fppj} @ C) if pj Ip 4. 
We must show 
(i) E(pj) is r.e., 
(ii) P.ibpPk *E(Pj) 6 E(Pkh 
(iii) PjdPpk *E(Pj)GE(pk), 
(iv) E is l-l. 
Lemma 3. rfX and Y are recursive, then @{B, I i EX} <T @{Bi I i E Y} if and only 
tfX c: Y. 
Proof. The backward direction is obvious. The forward direction follows from the 
independence of the Bi’s. q 
Note that if X is recursive, then it is clear that @{Bi I iEX}, and hence ${& I i E 
X} @ C, is r.e., and @{Bi 1 iEX} <rA. We now verify items (i)-(iv) above. 
(i) E(pj) is r.e. by the above comment. 
(ii) Assume pjgppk. 
Case 1: Pj,Pk6pq. 
Then E(Pi)= deg(${Bi 1 pi fppj} @ C) and E(Pk)= deg(@{Bi I pi <Ppk} @ C). 
If E( p,i) <E( pk ), then by Lemma 3, 
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contradicting the independence of the Bi’s and C. 
Case 2: pj<pq and pkgpq. 
Then E(pk)= deg(@{B; 1 pi<ppk} @ C) and either E(pj)= deg(${f$) pi<p 
pi}) or E(pj)= deg(A). If E(pj)<E(pk), then in the first case we have, by Lemma 3, 
the contradiction Bj <r ${Bi ) i #j} $ C as in Case 1. The second case also yields 
the same contradiction since Bj <r A. 
Case 3: pj$pq and pk<pq. 
Then E(pj) = deg(${Bi 1 pi bppj} @ C) and either E(pk) = deg(@{Bi 1 pi <p 
pk}) or E(pk) = deg(A). If &pi) @(pk), then in the first case we have, by Lemma 3, 
the contradiction Bj <T ${Bi 1 i #j} @ C as in Case 1. The second case yields 
which is also a contradiction. 
Case 4: pj, pk<Pq, 
Note by the original hypothesis that we cannot have pk =q. So we must have 
E(pk)= deg(@{Bi) PiGPPk}) and either E(Pj)= degC@{Bi 1 PidPPi}) Or E(Pj)= 
deg(A). If E(pj)<E(pk), then each case yields the contradiction Bj<<T${Bi 1 i#j} 
@ c. 
(iii) Assume pj <ppk. 
Then by Lemma 3, ${Bi I pi dppj} 6~ ${Bi 1 pi <ppk}, which will imply E(pj)< 
E(pk) in all possible cases. 
(iv) That E is l-l follows from item (ii). 
Hence E is the desired embedding. 0 
Corollary 4. Any sentence in the language of partial orderings with 0 and 1 of the 
f orm 
(Vd # O)Vdl 3 d)(gdz 3 d) . . . (34 8 4[cpl, 
where cp is quanti$er-free, that is consistent with the theory of partial orderings, is 
provably true of the r.e. degrees in IZ,. Therefore, no such sentence can witness the 
fact that the proof-theoretic strength of the C2 (Sacks finite injury) priority method 
is greater than ICI. 
Proof. A sentence in the language of partial orderings with 0 and 1 of the form 
(vd # O)Wl ? 4W2 & 4. . . W Z+ Ugol, 
where cp is quantifier-free, that is consistent with the theory of partial orderings, es- 
sentially asserts the embeddability of a finite partial ordering with maximal element 
into the r.e. degrees, sending the fixed maximal element to an arbitrary intermedi- 
ate r.e. degree. By Corollary 2, such a sentence is provably true of the r.e. degrees 
in ICI. 0 
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The theorem is proved by a finite injury argument, adapted to ICi by 
a blocking strategy. The structure of the blocking strategy is essentially the 
same for a large class of arguments. (See Kontostathis [6], where a blocking 
strategy for Sacks finite injury arguments is formalized; however, Kontostathis’ formali- 
zation does not quite cover the argument that follows. See also Groszek et al. 
[3], for a use of blocking at a higher level of priority argument.) We will 
first outline our blocking strategy, then give the details of the action of each 
block. 
The finite injury construction will enumerate sets B,. C, and D, and will obey cer- 
tain global restrictions (such as permitting) and meet infinitely many requirements 
grouped in a (standard) finite number of indexed classes. At any stage in the con- 
struction, requirements will be separated into blocks Eo, El, El,. , in order of prior- 
ity, and with each block will be associated a strategy to meet the requirements in 
the block. The action of a strategy for a block will injure blocks of lower prior- 
ity, and requirements in those blocks will be regrouped into new blocks. The bur- 
den of the proof will be to show that if an individual block is never injured past 
some stage, then the strategy for that block only acts finitely often and every require- 
ment in that block is satisfied, and that this suffices to show that every requirement 
is satisfied. This last clause is problematic in ICI, since “block n acts only finitely 
often” is a Z2 statement and therefore cannot be proved inductively to hold for all 
II. In fact, it is in general false that every block acts finitely often. The regroup- 
ing of requirements in injured blocks is central to proving that every requirement is 
satisfied. 





Permitting: If x is enumerated into Bi at stage s, then some y <x is enumerated 
into A at stage s. 
Splitting: If x is enumerated into K at stage s, then either 2x is enumerated into C 
stage s or 2x is enumerated into D at stage s; if not, then 2x is not enumerated into 
or D at stage s. 
Indexed requirements: 
Rccjj :Bi # {e}${B1li#j}@c 
s(,j) :BJ # {ej@{BJ’#j}@D 
Hc,j) : dom( { e}@iRf” ’ Ml@C 1 j) is M-finite 
Jt,,,) : dom( { e}@fB1li ’ M)@D 1 j) is M-finite. 
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4.2. The global construction and blocking 
The construction is defined recursively as follows. Concepts in bold will be defined, 
and the Block Lemma (Lemma 8) will be proved, in a later section. 
We assume we are given recursive enumerations of the sets A and K such that at 
any stage s >O, exactly one element is enumerated into each set, and no elements are 
enumerated into either set at stage 0. 
Stage 0: Activate requirements with index 0, and put them all into block Eo. 
Stage s + 1: At the end of stage s, requirements with indices less than or 
equal to s are grouped in blocks Es, El,. . . , E,,,. Let n be the least number such 
that block E,, needs to act at this stage, and n = m if no block needs 
to act. 
Take action for block E,,. 
Blocks Ep for p >n are by definition injured. Cancel all requirements in injured 
blocks, reactivate them, and remove the requirements from injured blocks and place 
them in block E,+, . Activate all requirements with index s+ 1 and place them in block 
&+I. 
This completes stage s + 1. 
4.3. Success of the global construction 
This section assumes that the concepts left undefined in the previous subsection are 
defined so that the construction is actually recursive. 
Lemma 5 (Permitting Lemma). If whenever x is enumerated into Bi at stage s, some 
y <x is enumerated into A at stage s, then ${Bi 1 iEM} dr A. 
Proof. To compute @{Bi 1 iEM} 1 j from A, find a stage s such that A r j has been 
completely enumerated by stage s. (Under ICr there is such a stage, and A is regular, 
so identifying such a stage s requires only an M-finite neighborhood condition on A.) 
Then no y <j will be enumerated into A at any stage past s, and so no x < j will be 
enumerated into any Bi at any stage past s. Since we code pairs so that x< (i,x), no 
z < j will be enumerated into ${Bi 1 iEM} at any stage past s. Therefore, for z < j, 
z E @(Bi ) i EM} if and only if z is enumerated into @{Bi 1 if M} by stage s, and 
this can be determined recursively. 0 
Lemma 6 (Splitting Lemma). Zf whenever x is enumerated into K at stage s either 
2x is enumerated into C at stage s or 2x is enumerated into D at stage s, and 
otherwise 2x is not enumerated into C or D at stage s, then either C$rA or 
D$rA. 
Proof. Suppose C<rA and D<rA. Then KGrA, as xeK if and only if 2xEC or 
2~ ED. This cannot happen because A is incomplete. 0 
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Lemma 7. For every indexed requirement R, there exist a stage t and a block E,,, 
such that R remains in block E,,, at every stage t’ past stage t. We may say that E,,, 
is the permanent block of R. 
Proof. According to the construction, if requirement R has index s, then R is put into 
some block at stage s, and at subsequent stages of the construction, R either remains 
in that block or is placed into a block of lower index. Therefore the function sending 
t 2s to the index of the block into which R is placed at stage t is a nonincreasing 
recursive function and, under ICI, is eventually constant. 0 
The following lemma will be proved in the next section. We state it here in order 
to finish the proof of the success of the global construction. 
Lemma 8 (The Block Lemma). Zf there is a stage s such that block E,,, is never 
injured at any stage t > s, then there is a stage s’ such that E,,, never acts at any 
stage t >s’. Furthermore, every indexed requirement in E, is satisfied. 
Lemma 9. If E,,, is the permanent block of indexed requirement R, then there is some 
stage s such that E,,, is never injured past stage s. 
Proof. Suppose R is in block E,,, at stage t. If any block of index less than m - 1 
acted at any stage past t, then R would be placed in a block of index less than m at 
that stage. Since E,,, is the permanent block of R, this does not happen, so no block 
of index less than m - 1 acts at any stage past t. 
This means, by definition, that block E,,_I is never injured past stage t, so by the 
Block Lemma (Lemma 8), there is a further stage s such that E,,_, never acts past 
stage s. Again by definition, this means E,,, is never injured past stage s. Cl 
Corollary 10. Every indexed requirement is satisfied 
Proof. By the above lemmas, every indexed requirement has a permanent block, and 
every permanent block has a stage past which it is never injured. By the Block Lemma, 
if a block is never injured past some stage, then all its indexed requirements are 
satisfied. 0 
In order to complete the proof of the theorem, then, we need to do the following. 
(i) Complete the definition of the construction by defining the notions in bold. 
(ii) Show that whenever x is enumerated into B; at stage s, some y <x is enumerated 
into A at stage s. 
(iii) Show that whenever x is enumerated into K at stage s, either 2x is enumerated 
into C at stage s or 2x is enumerated into D at stage s, and otherwise 2x is not 
enumerated into C or D at stage s. 
(iv) Prove the Block Lemma (Lemma 8). 
This will suffice to prove the theorem, as follows. 
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Proof of Theorem 1. Because our construction is recursive, we will enumerate r.e. sets 
Bi, i EM, C, and D. Since we will show the hypotheses of the Permitting Lemma 
(Lemma 5) and the Splitting Lemma (Lemma 6) are satisfied, we have: 
@{Bi 1 REM} 6rAv 
C&-A or D&A. 
Let us suppose, for the sake of argument, that C$r A. By Corollary 10, every indexed 
requirement will be satisfied; in particular, for all e and j, we have 
dom( { e}@IBfliEMl@C) r j) is M-finite, 
Bj # {e}${B21i#jl@c. 
This guarantees that 
@{Bi ( i EM} @ C is a hyperregular set, 
Bj $T @{Bi I ifj} CB C. 
Finally, since each Bi is below A and, by the above, is not below C, we have 
Therefore the conclusions of the theorem are met. 0 
4.4. Action of individual blocks 
At the end of stage s- 1, for s 2 1, requirements with indices less than or equal to s- 1 
have been activated and placed in blocks. Each requirement may be holding restraint 
to preserve certain computations and may have chosen witnesses. All witnesses will be 
odd numbers, and if a requirement is in block E,,,, all of its chosen witnesses will be 
greater than any restraint being held by any requirements in blocks Ei, for i cm. 
We complete the definition of stage s of the construction. This definition will auto- 
matically guarantee that the construction is recursive, that the above properties are 
preserved, and that the hypotheses of the Permitting Lemma (Lemma 5) and the 
Splitting Lemma (Lemma 6) are met at stage s. It will remain only to prove the 
Block Lemma (Lemma 8). 
Definitions. In general, cp[s] indicates cp as approximated at stage s. In particular, X[s] 
is the set of elements enumerated into X at stages less than s, and {e}X(x)[s] denotes 
the computation {e}?l”‘(~) (where {e}, indicates that the computation is coded by 
a number less than s and uses only information about X[s] Is). We use a, and k, to 
denote the unique elements enumerated into A and K at stage s. 
Requirement R(,j) is positively satisfied at the beginning of stage s if and only if 
there is a witness w among those chosen by R(,j) such that R(,j) is holding restraint 
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to preserve the computation {e} @{slli pi}@ ’ (w) = 0 and w E Bj[S]. Requirement Sc,j) 
is positively satisfied at the beginning of stage s if and only if there is a witness w 
among those chosen by St,, j such that S(,, ) is holding restraint to preserve the com- 
putation {e} @@Ji #jw (w)=O and w EB~[s]. (Intuitively, a Friedberg requirement 
that is positively satisfied has already taken action to ensure the desired inequality and 
will never have to act again unless it is injured.) 
At the beginning of stage s we group requirements in E, into sub-blocks, in order 
of priority, as follows. (Requirements within the same sub-block have equal priority.) 
(a) Requirements /IZ(,,~). 
(b) Requirements J(e,j). 
(c.i) Requirements Qj) that are positively satisfied. 
(c.ii) Requirements R(,,j) that are not positively satisfied. 
(d.i) Requirements S(,j) that are positively satisfied. 
(d.ii) Requirements SC,~) that are not positively satisfied. 
Claim 11. At the beginning of stage s, all the witnesses chosen by any requirement 
in E,,, are greater than any restraint being held by any higher priority requirement 
in E,,,. This condition is preserved by these dejnitions. 
The truth of this claim will follow automatically from the definitions. 
Definitions (continued). To activate a requirement H(,i) or J(,j), do nothing (other 
than declare the requirement active). To activate a requirement R(,j) or S(,j), choose 
a witness w = 2x + 1 that is greater than any restraint currently imposed by any re- 
quirement and any witness currently chosen by any requirement. 
To cancel a requirement, cancel any restraint and any choices of witness for that 
requirement (i.e., a canceled requirement is holding no restraint and has no chosen 
witnesses). 
Block E,,, needs to act at stage s if and only if one of the following conditions 
holds. 
(i) For some H(,,j) in E,,,, either 2k, is less than some restraint being held by II<,,/), 
or for some x<j, {e~@{B~IEMJ*C (x)[s] 1. and H(,j) is not holding any restraint 
to preserve that computation. 
(ii) For some J(e,j) in E,,,, either 2k, is less than some restraint being held by Jc,, ), 
or for some x<j, {e}@{BJliEM)@D (x)[s] J and J(e.j, is not holding any restraint 
to preserve that computation. 
(iii) For some R(,j) in E,,,, either 2k, is less than some restraint being held by Rt,jj, 
or R(,,j) is not positively satisfied, and one of the following holds: 
(a) there is some witness w among those chosen by Rt,j) such that R(,j) is 
holding restraint to preserve the computation {e}@{BJtifi)‘c(w) = 0, w is 
not in Bf[s], and ~>a,, 
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(b) there is some witness w among those chosen by R(,j) such that 
{eP {Bz’i#jI@C(~)[~] = 0 and R(e,j) is not holding any restraint to preserve 
the computation. 
(iv) For some Sle,j) in E,,,, either 2k, is less than some restraint being held by S(,,j), 
or S(,j) is not positively satisfied, and one of the following holds: 
(a) there is some witness w among those chosen by Sl,j) such that S(,j) is 
holding restraint to preserve the computation {e}@{a,liij)‘D(,) = 0, w is 
not in Bj[s], and was,, 
(b) there is some witness w among those chosen by S(,,j) such that 
{eP tBtti#.iI ‘D(w)[s] = 0 and S(,j) is not holding any restraint to preserve 
the computation. 
To take action for block E,,,: 
Case 1: (i) holds. Enumerate 2k, into D. For every H(,,j) in E,,, and x < j with 
the property that {e}@{B1liEMl*C (x)[s] 1 and H(e,j) is not holding any restraint to 
preserve that computation, apply a restraint of s for H(,,j) to preserve that com- 
putation. Cancel all requirements in lower priority sub-blocks and reactivate them. 
We say that 2k, is enumerated into D by H(,,j, if 2k, is less than some restraint 
held by H(,j) . We say that Hc,,j) acts in this case, or in case a restraint is applied 
for H(,,j). 
Case 2: (i) does not hold and (ii) holds. Enumerate 2k, into C. For every J(,j) in 
Em and x< j with the property that {e}@tB1li’MI@o(x)[s] J. and J(e,j) is not holding 
any restraint to preserve that computation, apply a restraint of s for J(e,j, to preserve 
that computation. Cancel all requirements in lower priority sub-blocks and reactivate 
them. We say that 2k, is enumerated into C by J(e,j) if 2k, is less than some restraint 
held by 1le.j). We say that J(,,j) acts in this case, or in case a restraint is applied 
for J(e,j) . 
Case 3: (i) and (ii) do not hold but (iii) does. Enumerate 2k, into D. If (iii)(a) 
holds, then choose the least such witness w, enumerate w into Bj, and cancel and 
reactivate all other requirements in sub-blocks (c)(ii) and (d) (which are by definition 
injured). We say that w is enumerated into Bj by R(e,j). If (iii)(a) does not hold, 
then for every witness w chosen by R(,j) in E,,, that is not positively satisfied for 
which {e}@ {B’li#jI@c(w)[s] = 0 and R(,j) is not holding any restraint to preserve 
the computation, apply a restraint of s for R(,jj to preserve that computation, and 
choose a new witness w = 2x + 1 for R+,j) that is greater than any other witness or 
restraint held by any requirement. Cancel and reactivate all requirements in sub-block 
(d). We say that R(,j) acts in case 2k, is less than some restraint held by R(e,j), in 
case R(,j) enumerates some w into Bj, or in case a restraint is applied for R(,,). 
Case 4: (i)-(iii) do not hold but (iv) does. Enumerate 2k, into C. If (iv)(a) holds, 
then choose the least such witness w, enumerate w into Bj, and cancel and reac- 
tivate all other requirements in sub-block (d)(ii) (which are by definition injured). 
We say that w is enumerated into Bj by Sc,j). If (iv)(a) does not hold, then for 
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every witness w chosen by S(,,j) in E, that is not positively satisfied for which 
{e1@ IBi 1 ‘#j} ’ D(~)[~] = 0 and S(,j) is not holding any restraint to preserve the com- 
putation, apply a restraint of s for Sl,,j) to preserve that computation, and choose a new 
witness w = 2x + 1 for St,j) that is greater than any other witness or restraint held by 
any requirement. We say that S(,,j) acts in case 2k, is less than some restraint held 
by S~,j ), in case SC,, ) enumerates some w into Bj, or in case a restraint is applied 
Case 5: E,,, does not actually need to act. Enumerate 2k, into C. 
This completes the definitions necessary to define the construction. Note that 
the construction is recursive, and the hypotheses of the Permitting Lemma (Lemma 5) 
and the Splitting Lemma (Lemma 6), and the conditions of Claim 11, are 
satisfied. 
5. Proof of the Block Lemma 
We restate the Block Lemma (Lemma 8) for convenience. 
Lemma 12 (The Block Lemma). Z_f there is a stage s such that block E, is never 
injured at any stage t >s, then there is a stage s’ such that E,,, never acts at any 
stage t >s’. Furthermore, every indexed requirement in E,,, is satisjied. 
Proof. Fix a stage SI such that for all t >SI, block E,,, is not injured at stage t. Note 
then that for all t >SI and for any indexed requirement R, R is in block E,,, at stage 
t if and only if R is in block E,,, at the end of stage sl. Consequently, during this 
proof, any requirement R referred to is a requirement which is in block E,,, at the end 
of stage SI . 
By assumption, no requirement H(,j) in sub-block (a) of block E,,, can be injured 
after stage SI, since these requirements all have the same priority (and the highest 
priority in block E,) and do not injure each other. This means that any restraint being 
held by H(,,jl after stage sl is preserved forever. 
Claim 13. There exists a stage s2 >sl such that for every requirement R of the form 
H~~,j) in block E,,, and for all stages t >sz, R does not act at stage t. In addition, 
each such requirement R is satisjied. 
Proof. Define a function $ such that for each (e, j,x) such that H(e,j) E E, and n <j, 
(e, j,x) H the stage t >SI when H(,,j, applies restraint to preserve 
Note that I,$ is a partial recursive function with bounded domain, since (e,j) <SI . Hence 
by ICI its range is bounded, say by s’ >sl. 
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Next define a function q such that for each (e,j,x) such that H(e,j) E E,,, and x is 
enumerated into D by H(,j), 
(e,j,x) H the stage t >s’ when H(e,j) enumerates x into D. 
Note that if cp( e,j,x)) J,, then for some stage t >s’, x = 2k, and 2k, is less than some 
restraint being held by H(,,j,. This restraint is bounded by s’. Hence cp has bounded 
domain. Hence by ICI, y, has bounded range, say by s2 >s’. 
If t >s2, and at stage t we see {e}@{B1liEM)@C(x)J for x<j and H(e,j) E E,, then 
H(,j) must already be preserving that computation. This is because otherwise, since 
we are past stage si, it would act to do so, but s2 is a bound on such action. In addition, 
if t >sz, then 2k, is not less than any restraint held by any H(,,j) E E,,,. Consequently, 
for all t > ~2, no H(,,jj in E,,, acts at stage t. 
Therefore, for Hc,j) E E,,, and x <j, 
This gives a recursive definition for the domain of {e)@{B’/iEIM)*C rj, which is clearly 
bounded, and hence by IZi, {e}@{B’ilEM)@C tj has M-finite domain. 0 
Note then that no requirement J(e,j) in sub-block (b) of block E, can be injured after 
stage ~2. This means that any restraint being held by J(e,j) after stage s2 is preserved 
forever. 
Claim 14. There exists a stage s3 >s2 such that for every requirement R of the form 
J(,,j) in block E,,, and for all stages t >s3, R does not act at stage t. In addition, 
each such requirement R is satis$ed. 
Proof. The proof is analogous to that for Claim 13. q 
Claim 15. Any requirement of the form Rb,j) in E,,, that enumerates some w into Bj 
at any stage past s3 is satis-ed. Furthermore, there is a stage sq >s3 past which no 
such action occurs. 
Proof. The first statement of the claim follows from the fact that, if any requirement 
R~,,j) in block E, enumerates a witness w into Bj at any stage past ss, then the 
computation {e}@tB~li#j)ec (w) J, = 0 is preserved forever. To see this, recall that if 
a requirement R(,j) in E, is positively satisfied at some stage s of the construction, then 
the priority of its strategy changes. Moreover, when a requirement R(,,j) in E,,, becomes 
positively satisfied at stage s > ss, all other previously positively satisfied requirements 
R (e,,j,) in E,,, are protected, while any other requirements R(,,,j’) in E,,, which could 
not be positively satisfied at stage s are injured. 
To prove the second part, define a function $ such that for each (e, j) with R~,j) E E,,,, 
(e, j) I--+ the stage past ss when Rl,j) enumerates a witness into Bj. 
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Then $ is a partial recursive function with bounded domain and therefore, under ICI, 
has bounded range, say by se >ss. Hence for all t >s4, no requirement R(,j) in E, 
acts at stage t by enumerating a witness into B/. Cl 
Claim 16. The r.e. set 
W = {w 1 w is chosen as a witness at some stage t >s4 by some 
Rc,j) E E,,, and at some further stage t’ > t, 
{e@ {Kli#jl@C(w)[t~] I = 0) 
is bounded and hence, under ICi, is M-jinite. 
Proof. Suppose not. Let w be chosen as a witness at stage t >s4 by Rt,j) E E,,, and 
let t’> t be such that {e}@tB1li#j)‘c (w)[t’] = 0. Then for all stages t”> t’, w is not 
allowed to enter Bj, as t”>s4 and no such action occurs past stage ~4. Since w is 
chosen at stage t >s4, w is greater than any restraint imposed by any H(,r,j’), any 
J(,,,j’), or any positively satisfied R(,,,j’) in E,. Therefore, the reason w is not allowed 
to enter Bi at stage t” is that no y6 w enters A at stage t”. 
This implies that A is recursive, since y E A if and only if y is enumerated into A by 
the first stage s corresponding to a witness w E W such that w > y and {e}@{Bzli#j)@c 
(w)[s] =O. For every y, there are such a w and such an s, by the assumption that W 
is not bounded. Since A is not recursive, this is a contradiction. 0 
Claim 17. There is a stage sg >sq past which no requirement of the form R(,j) in 
E,,, imposes new restraint. 
Proof. It is only necessary to consider the R(,j) in E, that are never positively satisfied 
(since those that are positively satisfied must be positively satisfied before stage ~4). 
Any such requirement imposes restraint past stage s4 only when there is a witness w 
for R(,j) and a first stage t>s4 such that {e}@tB’~ifi)ec(w)[t] 1 =O. Consider the 
function II/ defined so that whenever w is a witness for some R(e,j) in E,,,, 
w ++ the first stage t >s4 such that t is greater than the stage at which 
w is chosen as a witness and (e}@{B’li#jl@C(w)[t]j =O. 
$ is a partial recursive function with bounded domain, since dom$ is the set of wit- 
nesses for R (e,i) chosen at stages t <s , 4, together with the set W of Claim 16. Conse- 
quently, by ICi, $ has bounded range. 0 
Claim 18. There is a stage s6 >s5 past which no requirement of the form Rc+j) in 
E,,, acts. 
Proof. The only possible action of such a requirement past stage ss occurs at a stage t 
when 2k, is less than some restraint being held by that requirement. All such restraints 
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are bounded by ~5, and by ICI, there is a stage $5 by which every element of K less 
than that restraint has already been enumerated into K. c7 
Claim 19. Every requirement of the form R(,i) in E,,, is satisfied. 
Proof. Again, it is only necessary to consider the R(,j) in E, that are never posi- 
tively satisfied. Fix such a requirement R(,,j). At the beginning of stage se,, it has one 
witness w for which it has not yet preserved {e}@{B’l’i’)@‘(w) I = 0. At any stage 
t>S6, if {e}@{B’li#j}ec(w)[t] I =O, then R(,j) would act to preserve the computa- 
tion. By Claim 17 this cannot happen, and so for all t >sg, it is not the case that 
@P tB’ti#j}@C(w)[t] j. = 0. Consequently {,)$141iij)@(w) # 0. 
In addition, Rle,j) never acts to enumerate w into Bj, and so Bj(w)=O. Thus 
G&l {B”ifil’c # Bj, and SO R(,,j) is satisfied. 0 
The following claim is proved analogously. 
Claim 20. There is a stage ST >sg past which no requirement of the form S(,j) in 
E,,, acts. Furthermore, each such requirement is satisfied. 
Finally, we need to prove the following. 
Claim 21. There is a stage sg >s? past which block E, does not act. 
Proof. If block E,,, acts at some stage t > ~7, then it must be the case that E,,, does not 
need to act at stage t. This means that m is the greatest index of any defined block 
at stage t, and E, simply enumerates 2k, into C. At the end of stage t, block E,,,+I is 
defined. Block E,,, never acts past stage t, since E,,, does not need to act past stage t, 
and block E,,,,, continues to exist past stage t (otherwise some block E, with n <m 
acts past stage t, thus injuring E,,,, which cannot happen by hypothesis). 0 
This concludes the proof of Lemma 8 and hence the proof of Theorem 1. 0 
We conclude by again asking the question: is there a statement about the structure 
of the r.e. degrees that can be proved by a Sacks finite injury argument but cannot be 
proved from IZi ? 
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